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WHY NOT AN
INU COIN?
HAYFEVER is a breath of fresh air to the

Crypto P2E gaming is infectious. It’s

DeFi world; not just another Inu. Liquidity

undoubtedly becoming the next

has been locked for 69420 days. Contract

phenomenon. As such, the DeFi market is

is renounced. Trading will always be

in desperate need of a platform that will

possible here as a safe space for

track P2E games and their analytics. The

investors. The platform is our utility.

HAYFEVER platform aims to be a onestop shop for all P2E gaming tokens.

Since launch, we have invested every
penny back into our platform and will

A platform that is useful to developers,

continue to do so. $HAY tokens feed the

retail traders, & casual gamers alike. We

HAYFEVER ecosystem. Establishing a

wish to incentivize investors to hold a

concrete foundation is imperative to

designated amount of $HAY tokens. Our
upcoming tier system will give exclusive
access to platform perks.
HAYFEVER will always stand for the
greater good of its community. We
believe mass adoption towards the
crypto-gaming industry is just beginning.
Promoting quality projects determined
by community metrics: social media
sentiment, real gaming reviews, organic
growth.

$HAY’s prolonged success.

THINK
OUTSIDE
THE
BOX

HAYFEVER is unlike any other token.
Developing a P2E informational Hub for
the crypto-gaming community. One place
to support, advertise, and promote P2E
gaming tokens.

HAYFEVER

INFECTIOUS
COMMUNITIES

DEVELOPING
PLATFORM

A big part of any successful business is

We believe Crypto-Gaming will easily

knowing how vital it is to have a thriving

become a multi-billion dollar industry. It’s

community. The community will make or

vital for investors and developers alike to

break the potential of any product or
service. Of course, as gamers, we know

understand how this platform will help

how true this is.

them navigate this space. During our
BETA production we will be diligently

Playing a game and being able to discuss

working on securing strategic

it with others is one of the greatest

partnerships with gaming projects.

benefits of video games. The social
aspect of gaming is without a doubt a

It is necessary to onboard projects while

critical element that makes it enjoyable.

we develop to give users a better
understanding of the product being built.

We want a platform where the
community feels like their voices are
being heard. Only then can we truly go
viral. As such, intensive feedback from
our community will be necessary moving
forward. After all, this platform is being
built for the greater good of cryptogaming.

Community feedback allows us to correct

SO WHEN

mistakes and refine our platform as we

DOES THE

the highest quality gaming tokens. All

FUN START?

continue to evolve in the space. This
enables us to review and promote only
beginning on the Ethereum blockchain.
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CONTAGIOUS
PLATFORMS
The ability for a platform to go viral would
require it to contain the appropriate yet
necessary functions that would make it
appeal to everyone.
Herein lies some of the core components
and details that will make up the structure of
the platform. It'll be imperative to
understand what our vision currently entails
and what we look forward to implementing
in the future. Gaming is evolutionary and like
a virus, HAYFEVER will continually adapt and
evolve to keep up with the times.
We are looking to fill our design template

EARN RATIO PER GAME
Which games give the best perks/rewards? HAYFEVER will host a dedicated section to show an
earn ratio per game. Including top earners, average rewards, and average time played. Some
games will reward in ETH and others in tokens. We’ll help determine conversions for our
community. This will be a frequently updated section to ensure users can find the best bang for
their buck.

ADVERTISING AND PROMOTIONS
Our platform will offer game developers advertising opportunities to better market their game.
Special weekly spotlights will showcase exciting P2E token games. The platform will host a user
voted “Viral Game of the Week" to show what the community is currently raving about. One key
aspect we always will stand by is authenticity. HAYFEVER isn’t a pay to play platform. We’ll vet
games and promote projects with a solid community. Quality over quantity will be extremely
important to us, much like the safety of our users. Ultimately, we believe HAYFEVER is for the
greater good of the Crypto-Gaming community.

submitting your gaming token to our

TRENDING AND POPULARITY

platform? Please reach out via Email to

We'll be implementing a top 5 trending games list that will be updated every 24 hours on our

“Hay@HelloHay.io”

BETA V1 platform. Our intention is to list every blockchain possible. However, we are building an

with our first listings! Interested in

ETH foundation through our early days. Trending games and projects will be determined based
on volume, current popularity, and social media sentiment. Quality always has its role. This list
will pull on several social factors to determine whether or not a project is organic. Once again
proving our case that HAYFEVER won’t ever be a pay to play platform. This will not only require
constant monitoring of games on our part but the community as well. Vetting to ensure genuine
projects is crucial. This incentivizes the community to band together to determine how legitimate
a game could be.

HAYFEVER

IT'S NOT FLU
SEASON,
IT'S GAMING
SEASON

GAMEPLAY REVIEW AND RATINGS
Community is the most important aspect of our vision. Since day one we have relied on
community members stepping up and contributing to our cause. Organic growth is the
only way to sustain. Realistically, it'd be very difficult for us to play every game and give it
a proper write up. While we may certainly try, there's something genuine about a true,
unbiased testimony on whatever game is being reviewed. By listening to the community’s
reviews, we'll develop a rating system. In doing so, we'll be able to gather legitimate
opinions from multiple people eliminating unfair biases. The community members who
participate will be able to enter special giveaways for ETH prizes, generated from the
Tokenomics of $HAY.

SAFETY
None of the reviews, opinions, promotions, or advertisements on our platform should be
taken as any type of investment or financial advice. We can't promise any sort of
guaranteed return, as we all know the Wild West of DeFi is an extremely treacherous
landscape, and it's hard to shake out all the con-men. Of course, we’ll give our best effort to
list the safest games possible. Please, always do your own research and invest wisely. Never
invest more than you are willing to lose. We’ll be providing the information and community
reviews; it’s up to you to form your own opinion. Having a community behind us helping to
vet projects is essential to the process. Keeping everyone accountable is important as we
move forward. We'll also strive to improve our security efforts as the platform develops. We
would like to begin audits of token games as part of our security.
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TOKENOMICS
We wanted Tokenomics that were both

THE FUTURE
STARTS TODAY

TAXES (7%)

sustainable and logical. It is important that

5% MARKETING
1% REFLECTIONS
1% LIQUIDITY

we continue to build value for $HAY and its
holders. We try to incentivize holding and
avoid the quick-flippers with our extra
dump tax. Since day one we have invested
all marketing tax collected back into our
project: including more liquidity,
promotions, giveaways and more.

ANTI DUMP TAX
(15%)

In doing so, we’ve drawn a fine line in
taxes that will overall reward holders while
helping the team accomplish the tasks at
hand. We've also locked the liquidity

15% DUMP TAX
ON SELLS WITHIN
24 HRS OF THE
1ST BUY

forever and renounced the contract so
investors can rest safe.

FAIR LAUNCH
NO DEV TOKENS
NO TEAM TOKENS

CONTAGION ROADMAP

TIER SYSTEM
We will also be introducing a brand new Tier SYSTEM! When the HAYFEVER platform is in its final form, we will activate the $HAY tier
system for holders. We have designed three specific tier levels, each equipped with different levels of perks. Specifics for the tier
system and perks will be announced in our Whitepaper V3 down the line.
Top Tier - Must hold a “Contagion Collection” NFT; Upcoming series of 420 1/1 contagions, official series of $HAY and HAYFEVER.
Second Tier - xxx $HAY Tokens (more details to be announced in Whitepaper Version 3)
Third Tier - xxx $HAY Tokens (more details to be announced in Whitepaper Version 3)
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